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he shouted orders from
my instructor are simple:
“Paddle! Paddle! Paddle! Go!
Go! Go!” As I feel the swell of
the wave behind me, I push
my body up and whack my size UK13 feet
onto my surfboard, making a sound akin to
two cuts of wet gammon being slapped onto
a butcher’s table. Two seconds later I’m in
the drink, bath-warm South China Sea water
ﬁlling my ears as sand chafes my knees.
I rescue my head from the water in time to
see professional surfer Monica Guo, my teacher
for the day, glide towards the beach, effortlessly
riding the wave that felled me. Honey, her
yellow pooch, is standing conﬁdently at the
bow of her owner’s board, tongue lolling in the
breeze. Guo might be doing the steering, but
there’s no getting away from the fact that I’m
being out-surfed by a dog.
This realisation would normally be a moodkiller, but it’s hard to feel anything other than
serene in the waters of Houhai Bay in Sanya,
on the southern coast of Hainan: China’s
tropical island province off the southern
coast of the mainland. As well as to discover
that I have worse water-sport ability than a
canine, I’m here because Sanya is reportedly
in the middle of a boom period that has seen it
dubbed “China’s Florida” by The Economist.

T

Once a sleepy retirement
town, Sanya’s emerging surf
scene is now drawing a young
and hip crowd to its shores

a new

wave
߲ӫحЖ䩟ѧਐϡܶҙٸ
Ռ䩟ϥЅлֶс߫ۺӓ܊Ԅс
ׇϡଂϣԑۥ䦚Ѽґ䩟؏صѳӔ
юЊЈࣱาعс䩟ϣੁё
ࡿڳϪϺභ䩟༔գع

BY JA M I E F U LLE R TO N
P H OTO G R A P H Y MATJAŽ TANČIČ
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ڌזϢчоߢىਘ䩭䦯ਢ䩔ਢ䩔ਢ䩔ӓՔ䩔
ӓՔ䩔ӓՔ䩔䦰ϢҀϺࠧћϡعኸґ۠䩟۬
ॄۢв༔䩟өϢϡ߭лىڸϽऍ୴ѼۖϨาع५
ϼ䩟чоϡكϩҒҔࡰڮଆὙὙс࿉Ϩ⍉५
ϼ䦚Ҕূћ䩟ϢӔཐՔЅ䩟ଐٴϥ۪Ѕл
ϡޜһ䩟ཇөᖏЁڔϦ䦚
ϢϨһЅ෬Ӱґо䩟ЃԊϢϡาعҡؓ䵋֟
าعѲᔕᎂᥱ䵋சЯᅼڳਫาҲ䩟ъ੦عԕ
Ϣෑෑ܂ਟ䩟ԧׂᨳϩඁ䦚ԧϡЩࠂ+RQH\ІҞ
ٴٴсۖϨาع५ӓઉ䩟ၜоድӰ䩟ұիіգ䦚
ॏМᔕᎂᥱҥϥૻସъ֧䩟Ԕᰫ϶ྦЩࠂ
ϡาعϳڤԝϢҙЏЄ䦚
ॏѼٹҀϳכޞᑳ䩟ԔϢ࢚ЭӹױКєࠍ䩭
ঞӱѤܡϡѧਐњஹ䩟ֶКђҀϺݕכፖф䦚
ѧਐصӛϨс۪ޯ䩟ϥ֧؛ЅлϽ۪ઉϡչ
ծޯڤ䦚ϢѵҋϺභѧਐ䩟ङϦчѳІѝϡ
һϼ҅ҁϳڤԝЩࠂУϤҒ䩟У۵ᙟ؏صԜϨᘅ
ᘥчࣁ䦡ؚԠ䦭Ҭ௵ѹϪ䦮௨ኲЊ䦯Ѕлϡ౷
Ѧܺ߮䦰䦚
ѧਐصϪ࡛ݛטϪ䩟ԔԜҒ౷Ѧܺ߮䩟
ҟၠபࡵ䩟ԄсϡܒُھЁϾ߷Ѽᜈڢ䩟֍ӹ
ϥܛЄֶсࣤϪࡲЁϾϽ۪Ў䩟ұիׇݷ૦
ؕϡҴኣϳӠ䩟ຄߟܚڐҳౚիઞфᇑᦺᑹᐗ
ϡֶصڵ䦚ѧਐूصԣܾ䩟ҟёЁϩ϶ݛढ
߫ۺϺභ䩟ՔֶصюϡЈࡿ֙ྎ࣍ཡ䦚
࣠ࣞ䦭Ҭ௵ѹϪ䦮ӛ䩟ЄЏ϶Ծ䦯Ͻቜ䦰䩟
ѧਐϨ۠ёҼϡҬ௵ЏйҶӕහ䦚
ङϦйϼϡࢃܒُذ䩟ѧਐϡᅼӎҊਘϪ߈
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Sanya has a population of 749,000 but, like
Florida, every winter this number swells as
swathes of pensioners descend to enjoy the
sun-blessed climate while mainland cities such
as Beijing choke on ice and smog. The Sanya
government says that up to 500,000 of them come
each year, ﬁlling the reams of new apartment
blocks that have popped up around the city
recently. According to The Economist, largely
thanks to this migration, between 2000 and 2013
Sanya’s economy grew tenfold.
The beaches are as impressive as the stats.
Dadonghai Bay, on the coast of the central
downtown area, is the most popular, and is
bustling with rubber ring-adorned holidaymakers
when I visit.
A few miles east, at Yalong Bay, Sanya feels less
like Florida and more like Dubai. The postcardperfect beach is public but feels private, being
lined by ﬁve-star hotels all thriving on the boom.
Many of the resorts, such as the sprawling
Marriott, literally back out onto the sand – it’s the
only beach I’ve visited where I can get WiFi while
knee-deep in the ocean.
Indeed, when I’d asked friends who had visited
Sanya before what the spirit of the place was like,
“Loads and loads of expensive resorts” was the
unanimous answer. But they didn’t visit Houhai
Bay, found on the eastern edge of Sanya, just south
of Haitang Bay (loads more ﬁve-star hotels along
that one).
When I arrive there to meet Guo, Bob Marley is
gently spilling from the speakers of Jile Hotel: a
shack-style surf hotel on the beach. Surfers swing
in hammocks, beer bottles resting on their six
packs, while Honey the dog lies next to her owner
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“It’s hard to
feel anything
other than
ambiently serene
in the waters of
Houhai Bay in
Sanya”
䦯ঞӱѤܡϡѧਐњஹ䩟
ֶКђҀϺݕכፖф䦰

CLOCKWISE FROM
LEFT: SURFER DARCI
LIU AND A FRIEND
NEAR HOUHAI BAY;
TOURISTS TAKING
SELFIES ON THE
BEACH; PRO SURFER
MONICA GUO
WASHING SAND OFF
HER DOG;
KITESURFERS AT
HOUHAI BAY
ॄЖఴਅ֖в䩭ѽжੰ
าקعѲྫߵԷҎϪ
ҿњஹ䩮ׂۺҿᅼϼ
Іؕޛә䩮ੰาػعҁ
ᔕᎂᥱ༗Էຏࠂಕޤ
䩮њஹЇϥգᝫา
ٷعϡс
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Ўࡻٹࢣ䦚Ͻֆ֧ҿصЅКቋϣծ䩟ϥԄсзի
Өࣽϡᅼ䩟ϢϺܺϡЖԃ䩟ᅼϼٴϦܕϼһઅϡ֏
Ϫࡲ䦚
ֆӌُᗔй֔ϡਐहஹ䩟ҀңঐϥᖯୋЄҿ౷Ѧܺ
߮䦚ᅼգҒޫ䩟ॏѼыӵԍੁٍѓ䩟ԔӠዝҺ
઼䦚ቋٚլٜނܦ߹䩟իҿԄсϡฌᆑҬ௵䦚
Ϥվ֏ނܦ䩟Ғშсܰራϡݛൻނܦ䩟Ёԕࠔעၜ෨۠
ᅼҏϼ䵋϶ϥϢϺභОϡଂϣϣϫᅼ䩟НйϨ܌Պ
Ѕҏগ䩟കЌұѓѩ۷ӻ౪䦚
ԄϢ՛ߵϣԈ߲ҬׂऋОѧਐϡԴҎ䩟؏сϩѮВئ
ա䩟јИրϾМ䩭䦯ϩۘЄϡਰ٢֏భ䦚䦰ѼґјИ
Ё߲۔ϺОњஹ䵋֧ҿѧਐصֆቋ䩟Ἑஹй۪ϡϣ
Ἀ䩛ἙஹݣϩѸЄٚլٜނܦ䩜䦚
ԄϢ௦ܺњஹ㙠Ӏઐᦧۺع䩟ӿᔕᎂᥱԊӌЖ䩟%RE
0DUOH\ϡٸӀԩเॆك൳؟䩭ނܦӏᅼҏϼ䩟ଥ
ኄาعЩ൙ϡҺգє䦚ᆝࢭϼϡา߫عϪ䩟өѲϼϡጂ
߳ܦᝃϨ፩ϡူഢϼ䦚ъנᖔ䩟Щࠂ+RQH\ϨҰϪ೨
נ䩟ଥଥсӋЯृ䦚ՒӓࢣџϪࡀЂϺࡆϫл
Щޯ䩟ϤѿՌϥਹࡿϡ۪ܓс߅䦚ѳϨ䩟ϢҴՁЊحᔕ
ᎂᥱфҎϪྫ䵋ࡔϣ֧չДาعϡճ䵋Ͼࡸקй
϶ѶЊр䦚
䦯НЌϩϪϤЂۉϨ϶ճ֦䩲䦰ྫϡาڡعӃӃЎ
ࠆ䩟ԧϣࡤנЯಕޤ䩟ϣזנϢМ䦚ԧёӓѧਐ䩟
ϨԄсҷϣҼา֟ع՞֞ނӑ䩟؏֧ނҿϽֆ䦚Էћ䩟
ԧϨѵё֊ףቜ۠ӠዝѸЊોݕϡњஹ䦚
ྫ߲Њ៩ଢٷ䩟юЊੰาקعѲӔϩףё䩟ԔԄ
ԧ۰ҋ߿า֎عЖ䩟϶҆ػҁϨЅлУϥϣϫҪЈϡม
݉䦚ԧМ䩭䦯ԄЖϤվาعफܭЁЭϩЅҹ֚چ䩟ӛйϢ
фԴҎ۬ІҲࠃ߹Ѕҹาع୬ᓫ䦚䦰
Ғѵ䩟ЅлӔݣϩϣݒлрาࠫعግ䩟ґྫфЊϢ
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WHERE
TO S TAY
֙ϮсҤ

Sanya has a huge
number of hotel options,
with many top-end
hotels and resorts
opening recently as part
of the city’s tourism
boom. The Aspire team
stayed as guests of The
Rosewood, which is
located in the centre of
Haitang Bay in the east
of the city, a 45-minute
drive from the airport.
The hotel has a large
range of room styles,
including those with
private balconies and
small swimming pools.
Facilities include a large
outdoor infinity pool
next to a cocktail bar,
with dining options
including Chop House,
a European-style
restaurant focusing on
meat dishes.
ѧਐݣϩϽ֝ࡸקނܦ䩟ґڨ
ЯԄсׂ߫ᘅᘥчࣁ䩟ײϰ
УϩϤվ্ٜނܦф֏భԚ
ߔы䦚䦭ׂݿ䦮௨ࣗࠫϥ
ҋйۺϪӱдՊ֙ѧਐخ۱Ⴣ
ނܦܡ䩟؏֧ނܦҿѧਐصֆ
חἙஹϡК༻сծ䩟யڐҚ
Ծएд߀ӝࡄ䦚ނܦ٤పЄ
҆ࠚҼढࡿ䩟د၉ปޗϪݷ
ݡфЩࡿᄈဩϡࠚۺ䦚Էޗැ
د၉Ͻࡿॣ֔ѩנগᄈဩ䩟ဩ
ᥰޗϩযഅܦщ䩮࠼ୗҤӌ䩟
छϩйރढުЊҰӋϡ
ଟܴ࠼䦯᷄䦰䦚
rosewoodhotels.com;
+86 898 8871-6666

and yawns. The vibe feels more Thai island than
southern China, and it’s clear why Guo and her
friend Darci Liu, another surf obsessive, chose to
make their homes here.
“How could you not want to be here?” says Liu,
hosing herself down with water after ﬁnishing
a surf lesson. She moved to Sanya 10 years ago
and was based at the city’s ﬁrst surf shop in
Dadonghai Bay, before relocating to the more
peaceful Houhai Bay in April 2017.
A former ballerina, she was a competitive
surfer for four years, but when she started out,
the concept of surﬁng was pretty much unheard
of in China. “There weren’t even any Chinese
versions of many surﬁng terms, so my friend
and I had to make our own Chinese surﬁng
dictionary,” she says.
Now China has a national surﬁng team and
Guo, who along with Liu gives me my surﬁng
lesson, is the star female pro. She won her ﬁrst
surﬁng title, the Hainan Open, in 2013 after
moving to Sanya from Guilin in 2008. “I do feel
like they never stop building here,” she says when
I ask her about how Sanya has changed since she
moved here. “But it’s cool
that the island is becoming
even more international. It’s
about ﬁnding that balance.”
Balance is not something I
get to grips with particularly
well during my surf lesson
but Guo’s is, as expected,
perfect. She travels the
world to compete in surf
competitions, but chose
to move to Houhai Bay to

totally immerse herself in the sport. It’s a strong
testament to the beauty of the bay.
“I used to be like ‘Work, work, work’ in the
city before I discovered surﬁng,” Guo says. “I was
a different person – I loved buying high-heeled
shoes, partying every night, shopping every day,
being interested in rich people. Surﬁng changed
me.” Liu nods in agreement. “This is my happy
place, my happy temple,” she says with a laugh.
Sanya isn’t all sandy beaches and surﬁng dogs.
It’s also got a 108-metre high Buddha statue with
three heads. I take a taxi west of the city centre
to the Nanshan Buddhism Cultural Zone: a leafy
complex of temples that houses the enormous
bronze statue, a Guanyin Buddha, which is taller
than the Statue of Liberty.
The zone is one of the most popular tourist
attractions in the area – on entry a computer
screen boasts that there are currently 4,000
people inside. It is also the only religious site I’ve
been to that forces all visitors to pass through
the souvenir shop on entry and exit. Buddhism is
big business at Nanshan, with the tranquillity of
the main shrine room inside the statue punctured
by the sounds of cash notes
ﬂicking through electronic money
counters at the many shopping
stations.
The selﬁe stick-holding
pilgrims don’t seem put off by
this, though, with many somberly
pacing around the gold rooms,
making prayer gestures at the
plethora of smaller statues
that line them. For Duan Ran,
a 35-year-old journalist from

“Surﬁng
changed me.
This is my
happy place,
my happy
temple”

ࣘԄڌϡᔕᎂᥱछюЊϦլٜ
Ӱ䦚䦯϶ѶϥϢϡьӀҏ䩟ϢϡьӀ
䦯าۨعԺϦϢ䦚
ѽػҁ䦚ᔕᎂᥱϨёԩᄉ
ظឆ䦚䦰ᔕᎂᥱԙЯМ䦚
϶ѶϥϢϡьӀҏ䩟
ѧਐ䩟࢚ҿё۪ԍ
ѧਐ࢚ۘђϩᅼфาعЩࠂ䦚
ыॴߌЏ۰ϫาع㮠࣯䦚Ϣ՛ԧ
϶ѶÅ߹Ϧϣಀܶҙϡϼٸ
ϢϡьӀظឆ䦰
ІԩϺѧਐћ䩟؏صϩѮВׅ
Ռ䩟ࣁѳϦٸϡѧϫ֚Ԛ䦚ϢϨص
Ժ䩟ԧМ䩭䦯ϢңЏјИԜϨϤ
ЅК՝ӌ༔ܩϡࡲ䩟ӓځ۪܊౷ڌҹ
ऄࣱࠃЈ࣍ཡ䩟ݖѩࣤঝঐϡ䦚ϤОࡔϣҤӌ䩟۪ޯ
٩ᮛ䦡ϣϫੑ᩹؛؛ϡᆩׁᜐཡࡩ߅䩟ԷٸՌԝኯए
ԺЏѸлগ٩ЇϥϮѨ䦚ԬඟϨҿڛכ႗䦚䦰
ІظۥՌУϴҙ䦚
ϼาࠆعϡЖԃ䩟ڛכ႗࢚ۘϢᓖӕϡϣࢰ䩟Ԕᔕ
۪ځ౷ڌҹ٩ᮛϥ߅ֶзիӨࣽϡׂ߫ѡҏϣ䦚Ϣ
ᎂᥱԄѼхױමڳϲ়䦚ԧ߲۾ӿ࣯ٿาॴعѨ䩟߿࿑
௦⒚Ж䩟Ӈݴᝰ௷ࣶܾϩ࡛ףϪԜϨׂऋ䦚֔ױ䩟Ϣԩ
ৄߵҪԒ֎䩟Ԕԧࡸקԥҿњஹ䩟ҪКҪҺۄՊา
۔ԊОϣϫᅓڌѡ䩟ϾਘӛϩභۺЁૅۓҬОԷоՊ
ػعҁ䩟ࢮҴ϶ϫсҤຓҨۘఅ䦚
טϡઔ݉Ԙނ䦚౷ڌЊ۪ځծϰఁఁ䩟ґ౷இѶϡ
䦯ϢхาݗعТࣱঙҏӓ䩟߲ҬϨڵѶӋ֞䩟ϥϣ
ፖфӠዝ䩟ҩЄϫऔѡϡѡᡂҚ䦚
ϫ֞ӑ䦚䦰ԧМ䦚䦯ъЖԃϡϢ䩟ϥϣϫ္ѼϤӎϡ
ϤО䩟ѲفІޛϡҞঐল࢚۔իϺؙ䩟јИ
Ϫ䵋ϢԄЖДռҙ屢ࠉ䩟ҟԉ൨хۀԾ䩟ҟϳЁ
Ϩؖካሓᑟϡ౷இѶ௫෧с⍔܌䩟சЯϣٕٕϡЩࡿ౷
औ䩟УӍӨְࡦϩؿϪ䦚าۨعԺϦϢ䦚䦰ྫѡѡ
Ռ۾ୋ䦚ѳёۈϡݫѼ䩛ፆٸ䩜ϰІԳদ䩟ϥϣ֧Ј
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CLOCKWISE FROM
LEFT: COLOURFUL
SURFBOARDS AT A
HOSTEL IN HOUHAI
BAY; A SURFER AND
HIS BEST FRIEND;
ROOMS AT THE
ROSEWOOD COME
WITH A PRIVATE
POOL
ॄЖఴਅ֖в䩭њஹ
ϣҼาعѓԘ֟ࢀֶނϡ
ࠡաาع५䩮าߵٷعԷ
ຏࠂ䩮ѧਐخ۱Ⴣܡ
ޗނܦϩϪᄈဩࠚۺ
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PRIME SURF
S P OT S O N TH E
N E T WO R K
ܫ୯ృٿϽృѡϡ
্ٜาعс

MALIBU, LOS ANGELES
It’s home to Surfrider Beach,
where LA’s surfing culture
was born.
ᦈ᮲ެ۱
֧ҿެ۱ϡສᱚѦख़ᅼ䩛ҍӜาع
ٷᅼ䩜ϥᦈ᮲าعҹ٩ϡ຺ड़с䦚

BYRON BAY, GOLD COAST
Byron Bay is consistently ranked
as one of the top surf spots in the
world and its Belongil Beach is
suitable for surfers of all abilities.
ࢶؖୋൔஹ
ୋൔஹϣזኲЊԒ֎্ٜาعсѡ
ҏϣ䩟Ԅсϡ%HORQJLOᅼׁ҆ٿ
ࡄ֏ϡาعДϮٷ䦚

Chongqing wearing a Hawaiian shirt, matching
shorts and yellow Crocs, this is the highlight of
his Sanya trip. “Guanyin is said to be a Buddha
who has great mercy and kindness,” he says.
“Humans should treat others with mercy and
kindness, too.”
I mention that many locals believe that
the statue protects the island, warding off
typhoons. This notion was severely tested as
forecasts of bad weather had threatened to
derail my plans while I was there. But Duan’s
faith is unshakable. “A lot of forecasts said that
typhoons would hit Sanya, but they didn’t!” he

says, before heading to the top of the statue to
hug one of its big toes.
Sanya is still largely marketed to mainland
Chinese tourists as a tropical, sunny option that
doesn’t require leaving the country. So, Jiang
Xuemei, a golf club manager says, “We don’t get
many international tourists. I meet people from
Europe or Southeast Asia who come here for
business and they’re surprised, saying, ‘It’s such
a nice place – why didn’t we know about it?’”
Indeed. Something great is happening in
Sanya – and I don’t just mean that a dog is
riding a surfboard there.

“People are surprised, saying, ‘It’s
such a nice place – why didn’t we
know about it?’”
䦯Ϥվ२ҋϺභϡ߫ۺЁЪࣰᚬ䩟
јИϾМ䦱϶ѶѤЏЪ䩟ЊحϢИйӓϤҌѬϩ϶ϫсҤ֦䩲䦲䦰

CANGGU, BALI
Echo Beach and Old Man’s Beach
are both hot wave-riding spots,
but the latter is more suitable for
beginners as it has fat waves with
little power.
㵽Ѧޯӕ
(FKRᅼф2OG0DQ䦦Vᅼᄘϥչ՞
าعсѡ䩟ћࢺٷЊׁ२ѹٷ䩟ӹЊ
ъѶϡعണ䩟Ҩ֝ࢺޜф䦚

ࢨ֞ӑٷ䩟јӱॼܕᡨ妁䦙ॼᡨՐඌߦ୭ӿࢶա
&URFVधࠉ䦚хјϰМ䩟϶ϲϥѧਐҏҲϡԳѡ҅ҁ䦚
јМ䩭䦯ٸສ፦Њॕ䩟ϪИЁ؏й፦ҏК
ۉјϪ䦚䦰
ϢхјМ䩟ϤվӆсϪЁԚҞٸՌЌௗࣆ۪
ޯ䩟خᏖؚϤϾիϺᤱգೈ䦚Ѽґ䩟ЈࢨভڻϳӠ
ԕϾԺश䩟ЊϢϡҲࡄภюϦႛዏ䩟϶ϥхٸՌϡ
ԳϽߎࡐ䦚ԔݫѼঐল۔ϩࡉශҁ৺䩭䦯ϳӠভݍ
МᤱգϾೈѧਐ䩟ԔзٽЁϤюѨ䦚䦰Мྲྀ䩟ј
ҵϼзҙ؛䩟ٸَݣՌϡैࡿऍᨼ䦚
۠ѵ䩟Ԅсׂ߫കѼֶזс߫ۺԳѡୌةѧਐ䩟
ԕؚᄽ߃юϣϫׇࣘݷᤑϡ֏ޯᓊ䩟ϤѓолЇН
ұիչծգє䦚ѧਐϣҼҙঌਜ਼༤ӀחϡҬԑઞኣ
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䩛ፆٸ䩜϶ҊМ䩭䦯϶ѶϡлগׂۺϤڲЄ䦚Ϣ߁О
ϣԈӓϰԍੇϡଟರϪڈֆ۪ਐϪ䩟јИЁЪࣰᚬ䩟
М϶ѶѤЏЪ䩟ЊحјИЁϤҌѬϩ϶ϫсҤ֦䩲䦰
ϣѡЇЭӯ䦚ѧਐѳԜҬࣵԳϽׅԺ䵋ङϦาعЩ
ࠂҏ֔䩟УϩѸЄ䦚

Hong Kong Airlines flies to Sanya
daily. For more information, visit
hongkongairlines.com
ܫ୯ృҟяޗϩృڡϰҘܫ୯ӿѧਐ䦚
ݓ་ѸЄళ֥䩟ՎॾऋKRQJNRQJDLUOLQHVFRP

